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LIFE
and Remembrance

Mercy Hospital

Mercy Hospital 



THE QUEEN’S HOSPITAL, which will be replaced by
the new Mercy Hospital, stands guard, day and night,
helping to safeguard the lives of thousands of families
in the Portland area. Its doors, never locked, are open
always to those in need of care or treatment … a constant
symbol of hope, health and happiness.



THE MODERN HOSPITAL serves a purpose in life
today none could have foreseen a century ago. Dread
of the hospital has passed. Today it is a window look-

  ing out upon a healthy, happy future. It is a thres-
  hold, not of the valley, but of the hills. So do hundreds of

patients each year recall The Queen’s Hospital.
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A Community Need

THERE IS A SERIOUS situation here in Portland. It affects everyone, 
even / though few may realize it. Life and health are at stake. In no city 
of its size / in the Northeast part of this nation are hospitals so over-
crowded, so / hard-pressed. / The four general community hospitals of 
the city have a total capacity of / 504 beds. According to the authoritative 
statistics of the American Medical / Association, the average utilization 
of these beds is more than 92 percent. / Such heavy utilization would 
be serious in a single hospital of large size. / When it is the combined 
record of four hospitals, upon which so large / a population depends for 
the most urgent service in time of desperate  / necessity, it is a signal 
of alarm. An average yearly utilization of 80 per- / cent is considered 
to be the practical limit. / The Queen’s Hospital, the smallest of these 
hospitals, has long been oper- / ated beyond the safe limit of utilization. 
Its buildings consist of converted  / dwellings. Not only is capacity too 
small, the construction is unsuited to / hospital service. The plant should 
be, and is being, replaced with a com- / plete new hospital building which 
will meet the demands made upon this / institution and help sustainably 
to reduce the severe under-hospitalization / of Portland and vicinity. / 
The new hospital will be named the Mercy Hospital. It will have 152 / 
beds for adults and children, aside from basinets for the babies born to 
/ mothers in the maternity department. Scientific departments and their 
equip- / ment will be modern and complete. In short, the weakest link in 
the hospital / defenses of the city is being replaced with a fine modern 
structure on a / new site, three times the size of the existing hospital. 
This project for the expansion of the hospital system in Portland should  
/ command the thoughtful attention, and support, of all who live in the 
/ city and the wide area served by Portland hospitals. Many will wisely 
judge / this the most important and urgent program presented to our 
citizens in / this generation.
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     HOSPITALS PROVIDE protection as well as service
    when occasionally we need treatment or care. The
    availability of a modern hospital is in itself a priceless
    protection. To keep it available for all who need it at
    anytime, it must be modern and large enough to meet increasing 
    demands for service.
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A Record of Service

A GENERATION AGO the sisters of Mercy, who had been in Portland / 
since the War Between the States, opened a modest little hospital. This / 
small village of sick and injured and those who unselfishly served them 
/ gradually grew through the years until now, The Queen’s Hospital, 
although / the smallest of the four general community hospitals serving 
Portland, is  / an indispensable link in our total defense against sickness 
and accident. / Now that we find ourselves confronted with a lack of 
hospital capacity / without parallel in the East, these same devout Sisters, 
and their friends, / propose the initial step in making our hospital system 
more nearly adequate / for the requirements of all families in Portland 
and vicinity. / The obligation they assume is enormous. The building 
which is being / constructed will cost considerably more than $800,000. 
The hospital pro- / poses to assume a mortgage of $500,000. In order to 
complete the financing  / of the projected new Mercy Hospital, however, 
$300,000 must be raised / through public subscription – the traditional 
American way of providing / sufficient and modern protection and 
service. / None who reads this booklet need be reminded of the volume 
and quality / of the care which has been extended the sick and injured 
by The Queen’s / Hospital. None needs assurance that the new Mercy 
Hospital – so appro- / priately named – will continue that tradition. / Last 
year The Queen’s Hospital admitted nearly 900 patients. It would  / have 
been utterly impractical to accommodate this number of patients in the 
/ other three general community hospitals. It follows that The Queen’s 
Hos- / pital performed services to the sick and injured which would 
have been / unavailable except for the charity and efficacy of its Sisters, 
its nurses / and its doctors. Certainly, all of us much acknowledge that 
such a record of / service deserves recognition, and the opportunity for 
continuance.
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MEMORIALS CREATED in the new Mercy Hospital which will
replace the existing Queen’s Hospital, will help save life and re-

store health, while bearing lasting remembrance of honored names.
“Among all possible monuments, hospital memorials are most 

eloquent. They wear the polish of constant use.” Tablets, engraved 
according

to the wishes of the subscriber, will mark memorials in the new hospital.
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Modern Memorials

SINCE THE FIRST TELLING of the parable of the Good Samaritan, / 
intelligent and kindly care of the sick and injured has been recognized as 
/ the most typical of Christian conduct. Down through the years the spirit 
/ of this legend has manifested itself in numerous ways. / In these times, 
however, the Samaritan motive is most effectively expressed / through 
the establishment and maintenance of hospitals. And as hospitals, / with 
the advance of medical science, have become increasingly effective in 
/ the saving of life and the restoration of health, they have become ever 
the  / more perfect instrument for those individuals who have both the 
means and  / the inclination to leave behind them an enduring expression 
of good will. / Among all possible monuments, hospital memorials are 
the most eloquent. / Life, health and happiness flow from them. Unlike 
the granite shaft or / marble cross, they do not stand far off among the 
lonely evergreens of a  / park reserved for death. Snow never hides 
them; the dusty litter of the end / of summer never enshrouds them with 
a mantle of neglect. / Hospital memorials wear the polish of constant 
use. Day and night  / throughout the years they are the object of the 
thoughtful, heartfelt grati- / tude of the children, men and women whose 
lives they save and mend, / almost / miraculously. These memorials, 
commemoration the dead, honoring / the living who wish to see the good 
their gifts may do while they still live, / reflect a truly singular and lasting 
honor upon the names they bear. / The following pages of this booklet are 
devoted to a description of the / memorial opportunities in the proposed 
new Mercy Hospital which will re- / place the existing Queen’s Hospital. 
These memorials are available to those / who subscribe to the fund which 
will help create this larger, modern com- / munity hospital. Thus may 
memorial gifts, while meeting an urgent public ne- / cessity, also serve to 
perpetuate honored names though the years to come.
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THREE MODERN laboratories – chemical,
pathological and biological – are included
in the proposed plans for Mercy Hospital.

TINY PATIENTS receive the same tender,
comforting nursing care as their elders,
which makes for a happy convalescence.

LAST YEAR, more patients receiving free or part-pay hospital
care were admitted than patients able to pay for their entire
hospitalization. Three and four-bed wards on four floors of
the new Mercy Hospital will provide ample space for the 
continuance of such charitable work. Crowded conditions such as those
shown above make difficulties doe doctors, nurses and patients.
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Graded List of Typical Memorial Opportuinites

Page; Floor, Department or Room; Each One-sixth Payment; Total / 
17, Entire Fourth Floor, $14,400…$86,400 / 18, Entire Fifth Floor, 
13,700… 82,200 / 14, Entire First Floor, 12250…73,500 / 16, Entire 
Third Floor, 8,900… 53,400 / 19, Entire Sixth Floor, 7,000… 42,000 / 
13, Entire Ground Floor, 5,250…31,500 / 15, Chapel, 5,000… 30,000 
/ 14, X-Ray Department, 4,500… 27,000 / 18, Obstetrical Department, 
3,050… 18,300 / 17, Children’s Ward, 2,500… 15,000 / 14, Laboratories 
Department, 1,950… 11,700 / 19, Operating Room and Gallery, 
1,500… 9,000 / 14, Deep Therapy Room, 1,400… 8,400 / 14, X-ray 
Fluoroscopic Room, 1,400… 8,400 / 14, X-ray Radiographic Room, 
1,400…8,400 / 19, Operating Rooms, each, 1,200… 7,200 / 18, Nursery, 
1,200…7,200 / 18, Delivery Rooms, each, 1,000… 6,000 / 14, Chemical 
Laboratory, 950… 5,700 / 14, Splint and Fracture Room, 900…5,400 / 
19, Cystoscopic Room, 850…5,100 / 15, 16, 17, 18, Four-bed Wards, 
each, 800…4,800 / 14, Doctors’ Lounge, 750…4,500 / 14, Pharmacy, 
700…4,200 / 15, Chaplain’s Suite, 700 … 4,200 / 15, Medical Library. 
700…4,200 / 14, Physical Therapy Room, 650 … 3,900 / 15, 16, 17, 18, 
Three-bed Wards, each, 600…3,600 / 19, Operating Room, 600…3,600 / 
13, Accident Operating Room, 500…3,000 / 14, Pathological Laboratory, 
500…3,000 / 14, Waiting Rooms, each, 500 …3,000 / 15, 16, 17, 18, 
Sitting Rooms, each, 500…3,000 / 15, Bishop’s Room, 500..3,000 / 16, 
17, Private Rooms, each, 450…2,700 / 15, 16, 17, 18, Semi-private, 
Two-bed Rooms, each, 400…2,400 / 13, Accident Ward, 350…2,100 / 
15, 16, 17, 18, Private Rooms, each, 350…2,100 / 15, 16, 17, 18, Nurses’ 
Stations, each, 350…2,100 / 14, Viewing Room, 300…1,800 / 17, Private 
Rooms, each, 300…1,800 / 15, Guests’ Dining Room, 250…1,500 / 15, 
16, 17, 18, Private Rooms, each, 250…1,500 / 15, 16, 17, 18, Individual 
Beds in Semi-private, Two-bed Rooms, 200…1,200 / 15, 16, 17, 18, 
Individual Beds in Three-bed Wards, 200…1,200 / 15, 16, 17, 18, 
Individual Beds in Four-bed Wards, 200…1,200 / 15, 16, 17, 18, Flower 
Rooms, each, 200…1,200 / These are typical opportunities. This list is 
not inclusive.
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          The New Mercy Hospital of Portland   Edward T.P. Grahm, Architect



PLOT PLAN of The New Mercy Hospital 

THE PLAN ABOVE is of the new site for the new hospital, at Spring / 
and State Streets. The white, L-shaped portion of the building is the part / 
which will be completed in the immediate future. It is already under con- 
/ struction. The cross-hatched section represents future expansion. This, 
in the / perspective drawing reproduced on the foregoing two pages, is 
the section / at the left partially hidden by large trees. / The floor plans 
and schedules which follow on the remaining pages of this / booklet 
show detail for the building now under construction and the Memo - / 
rial opportunities it offers. Although these plans have been studied with 
/ great care, the hospital must in the public interest reserve the right to 
make / alterations. In the event of any such change should reduce the 
desirability of / any memorial, suitable substitution will be arranged. 
/ It may be noted that all subscriptions for memorials are payable in 
six / equal payments, at four-month intervals. All such payments are 
deductible / on federal income tax returns under most recent regulations.
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       MEMORIAL 
   OPPORTUNITIES

       GROUND
         FLOOR

Identification Number, Room or Department, Each One-sixth / Payment, 
Total / 01, Kitchen, $1,400…$8,400 / 02, Accident Operating Room, 
500…3,000 / 03, Accident Ward, 350…2,100 / 04…Ladies’ Auxiliary 
Room, 350…2,100 / 05, Nurses’ Classroom, 600…3,600 / 06, Sisters’ 
Dining Room, 550…3,300 / 07, Doctor’s Dining Room, 350…2,100 / 
08, Graduate Nurses’ Dining Room, 450…2,700 / 09, Student Nurses’ 
Cafeteria, 700 …4,200 / Entire Ground Floor, 5,250…31,500. / 

THE GROUND FLOOR of Mercy Hospital / provides for a large 
nurses’ classroom. Gradu - / ates of nurses’ training schools are in great 
/ demand. This floor also includes dining and / kitchen facilities, and a 
complete section for / accident cases.
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    MEMORIAL 
OPPORTUNITES 
        FIRST 
       FLOOR 

Identification Number; Room or Department; Each One-sixth payment; 
Total / 101, Gift Shop, $200…$1,200 / 102, Doctors’ Lounge, 
750…4,500 / 103, Pharmacy, 700…4,200 / 104, Basal Metabolism 
Room, 300…1,800 / 105, Physical Therapy Room, 650…3,900 / 106, 
X-ray Fluoroscopic Room, 1,400…8,400 / 107, X-ray Radiographic 
Room, 1,400…8,400 / 108, Viewing Room, 300…1,800 / 109, Deep 
Therapy Room, 1,400…8,400 / 110, Biological Laboratory, 500…3,000 
/ 111, Pathological Laboratory, 500…3,000 / 112, Chemical Laboratory, 
950…5,700 / 113, Splint and Fracture Rooms, 900…5,400 / 114, Office, 
250…1,500 / 115, Office, 350…2,100 / 116, Waiting Room, 500…3,000 
/ 117, Private Waiting Room, 500…3,000 / 118, Internes’ Suite, 
700…4,200 / 106-09, incl., X-ray Department, 4,500…27,000 / 110-
12, incl., Laboratories Department, 1,950…11,700 / Entire First Floor, 
12,250…73,500
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    MEMORIAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 
     SECOND 
      FLOOR

Identification Number; Room or Department; Each One-sixth Payment; 
Total / 201, Chapel, $5,000…$30,000 / 202, Guests’ Dining Room, 
250…1,500 / 203, 04, 05, 11, / 12, 13, Semi-private, Two-bed Rooms, 
each, 400…2,400 / Individual Beds in Four-bed Ward, 200…1,200 / 
209, three-bed Ward, 600…3,600 / Individual Beds in Three-bed Ward, 
200…1,200 / 210, Sitting Room, 500…3,000 / 214, 15, 16 / 17, 18, 
Private Rooms, each, 350…2,100 / 219, Chaplain’s Suite, 700…4,200 / 
220, Medical Library, 700…4,200 / 221, Bishop’s Room, 500…3,000 / 
222, Nurses’ Station, 350…2,100 / Entire Second Floor, 14,000…84,000
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    MEMORIAL 
OPPORTUNITES 
       THIRD 
      FLOOR 

Identification Number; Room or Department; Each One-sixth Payment; 
Total / 301, 02, 03, 09 / 10, 11, 17, 18, Semi-private, Two-bed Rooms, 
each, $400…$2,400 / Individual Beds in Semi-private, Two bed / Rooms, 
200…1,200 / 304, Private Room, 250…1,500 / 305, Flower Room, 
200…1,200 / 306, 19, Four-bed Wards, each, 800…4,800 / Individual 
Beds in Four-bed Wards, 200…1,200 / 307, Three-bed Ward, 600…3,600 
/ Individual Beds in Three-bed Ward, 200…1,200 / 308, Sitting Room, 
500…3,000 / 312, 13, 14 / 15, 16, Private Rooms, each, 350…2,100 / 
320, Private Room, 450…2,700 / 321, Nurses’ Station, 350…2,100 / 
Entire Third Floor, 8,900…53,400 
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     MEMORIAL 
 OPPORTUNITIES 
      FOURTH 
       FLOOR

Identification Number; Room or Department; Each One-sixth Payment; 
Total / 401, 02, 06, / 26, 27, Private Rooms, each, $300..$1,800 / 403, 04, 
05, 18, / 19, 20, 21, 22, / 28, 29, 30, Private Rooms, each, 350…2,100 
/ 407, 08, 09, 15, / 16, 17, 23, Semi-private, Two-bed rooms, each, 
400…2,400 / Individual Beds in Semi-private, Two-bed / Rooms, each, 
200…1,200 / 410, Private Room, 250…1,500 / 411, Flower Room, 
200…1,200 / 412, Four-bed Ward, 800…4,800 / Individual Beds in Four-
bed Ward, 200…1,200 / 413, 31, Three-bed Wards, each, 600…3,600 / 
414, Sitting Room, 500…3,000 / 424, Children’s Ward, 2,500…15,000 
/ 425, Nurses’ Station, 350…2,100 / 432, Private Room, 450…2,700 / 
Entire Fourth Floor, 14,400…86,400.
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    MEMORIAL 
OPPORTUNITES 
       FIFTH 
      FLOOR 

Identification Number; Room or Department; Each One-sixth Payment; 
Total / 501, 02, Labor Rooms, each, $300…$1,800 / 503, Isolation 
Nursery, 250…1,500 / 504, Milk Formula Room, 250…1,500 / 505, 06, 
07, 13 / 14, 15, 21, 22, Semi-private, Two-bed Rooms, each, 400…2,400 
/ Individual Beds in Semi-private, Two-bed / Rooms, 200…1,200 / 508, 
Private Room, 250…1,500 / 509, Flower Room, 200…1,200 / 510, 
23, Four-bed Wards, each, 800…4,800 / Individual Beds in Four-bed 
Wards, 200…1,200 / 511, Three-bed Ward, 600…3,600 / Individual 
Beds in Three-bed Wards, 200…1,200 / 512, Sitting Room, 500…3,000 
/ 516, 17, 18, 19 / 20, Private Rooms, each, 350…2,100 / 524, Private 
Room, 500…3,000 / 525 Nurses’ Station, 350…2,100 / 526, Nursery, 
1,200…7,200 / 527, 28, Delivery Rooms, each, 1,000…6,000 / 529, 
Doctors’ Room, 450…2,700 / 501, 02, 27 - / 29, incl., Obstetrical 
Department, 3,050…18,3000 / Entire Fifth Floor, 13,700…82,200
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    MEMORIAL 
OPPORTUNITES 
       SIXTH 
      FLOOR

Identification Number; Room or Department; Each One-sixth Payment; 
Total / 601, Operating Room and Gallery, $1,500…$9,000 / 602, 05, 
06, Operating Rooms, each, 1,200…7,200 / 603, Operating Room, 
600…3,600 / 604, Cystoscopic Room, 850…5,100 / 607, Doctors’ Room, 
450…2,700 / Entire Sixth Floor, 7,000…42,000 

THE TOP FLOOR of the new Mercy / Hospital will contain five 
operating rooms / with their necessary adjuncts. The surgical / 
department is isolated from the rest of the / hospital, and no other 
accommodations / are provided on this floor. Such separa- / tion helps 
make possible the strictest pac - / tice of aseptic surgical technique.
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